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SD Edit is a free program that presents the core security data of a Windows NT computer in a new form: a form that is very intuitive to use, and that makes it easier to understand the underlying concepts of security. It is quite easy to use, allowing the user to make modifications to the system's security policy and to analyze all the changes that have been made, just
like with the original Windows NT security descriptor editor, the Shell Editor. It also presents the permissions assigned to every object, enabling you to detect any violations of the security policy. It works with all versions of Windows NT from Windows NT 3.1 to Windows 2000 and Windows XP, including Windows ME. SD Edit is free software and does not
require any special installation. SD Edit runs without installing or updating anything on the computer, since the data used by SD Edit is present in every copy of Windows NT. SD Edit Features: - Use the original Windows NT security descriptor editor data format, making it compatible with the Windows NT Shell Editor - Display the contents of the security
descriptor, providing a full overview of the objects that are in the registry and in the memory - Get a graphic display of the permissions assigned to each security descriptor object - Detect which permissions are missing and which have been assigned wrongly, so you can understand which security policy has been modified - Select a security descriptor from the
registry, or from the memory, and it will be displayed in a full graphical form, so you can edit it - Save the edited security descriptor to the registry or to the memory - Provides a graphical layout of the elements of the security descriptor, that can be saved as a Windows NT Registry file and imported into the Shell Editor to make your changes permanent - Export
a security descriptor to a Windows NT Registry file or to the memory for future use - Extract the permissions assigned to each security descriptor object from the registry or from the memory - Extract a list of all objects present in the memory and their permissions, including the values of the security descriptor - Save the permissions of a security descriptor to a
file - Search the registry to detect all the objects of a security descriptor, and list the permissions assigned to each - Search the memory to detect all the objects of a security descriptor, and list the permissions assigned to each - Detect the protected, non-protected and critical objects of a security descriptor - Show a graphical chart of the data assigned to a security
descriptor - Show a graphical chart of the permissions assigned to a security descriptor
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The KEYMACRO security descriptor lets you set a MAC key for all the shares on a system. MAC keys are a one-way hashing algorithm that is used to authenticate users and computers. When a user is logged on to the NT server, Windows will automatically send a random, one-way hash of the user's password as input to the user's MAC. If the user's MAC
matches that of the hash, the user will have full control over any files or shares on the system. The file subsystem and the share subsystem use this key to confirm that the data provided by the user matches the user's password, and for encrypting data. How To Use: Run SDedit.exe and specify the necessary parameters: * MAC key (ex. "PTH") * Password (ex.
"Password123") * Login user * Login password * Guest account * Host name (ex. "hostname.local") * Workstation name (ex. "Linux01") * Login account * Login password * Workstation account * Workstation password * Domain account (ex. "domain.local") * Domain password * Domain user ID (ex. "domain.local") * Domain user password * Password of
Workstation account * Password of Workstation account * User ID of Workstation account * User password of Workstation account * Group ID of Workstation account * Group password of Workstation account * User ID of Workstation account * User password of Workstation account * Group ID of Workstation account * Group password of Workstation
account * Allow full control (ex. 0) * Allow read (ex. 0) * Allow list (ex. 1) * Allow delete (ex. 0) * Allow write (ex. 0) * Allow modify (ex. 0) * Allow copy (ex. 0) * Allow execute (ex. 0) * Allow indexing (ex. 0) * Allow default share (ex. 0) * Allow create (ex. 0) * Allow share (ex. 0) * Full control * Read * Write * Modify * Execute * Copy * Delete * Index
* Default share * Create * Share * Read * Write * Modify * Execute * Copy * Delete * Index 1d6a3396d6
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SD Edit is an open-source project, originally designed to help unlock the secrets of the security descriptor. It's designed to work from the command line with the help of command line switches. For each security descriptor it will display all the elements in a hierarchical structure, including resource objects, ACL objects, access controls, user objects, permission
objects, auditing settings, and so on. SD Edit can also create a backup of an existing security descriptor, import/export a security descriptor, and compare two security descriptors to display the differences between them. It is a tool for security consultants, system administrators, and software developers, and a handy tool for system security auditors. Windows NT
3.1, Windows 2000, Windows NT 4, Windows 2000 Server and Windows XP operating systems. Features: Very simple usage on the command line. Consistent design, and program language is C. SD Edit should be able to work with all the important NT files such as.exe,.dll,.ocx,.sys, etc. SD Edit's main purpose is to show you a simple and easy-to-understand way
to look at the security descriptor and its contents. SD Edit's XML output format is in a easy-to-read tree structure. SD Edit can show a simple security descriptor in a hierarchical structure. SD Edit can edit a security descriptor file without knowing the underlying security objects. SD Edit can show all the objects in the security descriptor, and their meaning. SD
Edit can do file management operations such as creating, deleting, and renaming. SD Edit can do operations such as opening, saving, closing, exporting, and importing of a security descriptor. SD Edit can analyze and compare security descriptors. Download: SD Edit 1.0.0.0 was released in May 2008. The latest version is 1.0.1.0. SD Edit is available on
SourceForge and may be downloaded from there. SD Edit - SourceForge page. See also SD Host or SDHost SecurID References External links

What's New In SD Edit?
This program is a tool to edit and print security descriptor for NT systems and allow you to manage security descriptors in a more user friendly way. To install run: nasm sd_edit.asm && gcc sd_edit.o -o sd_edit -lk Additional modules for support to editing and maintaining security descriptors. * sd_sec_inc_groups: * sd_sec_inc_objects: *
sd_sec_set_owner_account: * sd_sec_set_owner_user: * sd_sec_dump: * sd_sec_print: * sd_sec_encrypt: * sd_sec_decrypt: * sd_sec_append: * sd_sec_remove: * sd_sec_merge: * sd_sec_manage: * sd_sec_check: * sd_sec_verify: I have updated the source code of SD Edit with the latest changes from the PoC exploit and I have also fixed a few bugs: I found a
bug in the code that checks if the /proc/net/route file exits, and a few warnings in code about multibyte strings. The exploit is now able to run code on the remote host using MS08-067. The exploit allows arbitrary code to be executed on the remote host. Other changes include: * Hijack remote system using Windows SmbSvc.exe service, used by Samba server. *
Remote system should be rebooted for working. * Remote system should be configured with at least MS08-067 patch for working. * Do not allow SD Edit to have access to the remote system. * Fixed a bug in remote code execution, and minor bug in the version detection code. * Added a bug in the Windows service check code. * Added a bug in the handler for
if the remote system is configured with MS08-067 patch for working. Note that this exploit is to be used only in testing or for educational purposes. To get started with SD Edit, please see README.txt and tutorial.txt. To contribute to the project, please send a Pull Request. If you have any questions, don't hesitate to ask. Please do not comment about the project
as it is in read-only mode. Author: [![tux]( [Tuxcdev]( Contributors: [![GitHub contributors](
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System Requirements:
• Windows 7 / Vista / XP • 512 MB RAM • DirectX 9.0c graphics card . • Any resolution higher than 800x600 • Gamepad • Two gamepads required if you plan to play online with real people. What's New: - This update contains several small fixes and a change to the Achievements system. Release date: October 26, 2010 I
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